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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SB TACTICAL™ PARTNERS WITH KAW VALLEY PRECISION
ON SBPDW™ PISTOL CALIBER CARBINE BUFFER AND
SPRING KITS
Saint Petersburg, Fla. (November 2, 2017) – SB Tactical™, inventors and
manufacturers of the Pistol Stabilizing Brace™, has introduced two new accessories to
its ever-expanding line of products for the PDW pistol market. Developed in partnership
with Kaw Valley Precision, the BUFF75 and BUFF10 buffer and spring kits are
proprietary to the SBPDW brace and optimized to provide superior function and
increased durability.
AR internal lower parts were not originally designed for use with pistol calibers. SB
Tactical has addressed this issue with the introduction of the BUFF75 and BUFF10
buffer and spring kits, which were specifically designed for the SBPDW. Both systems
include the PCC extra power spring and precision-weighted buffers that provide
increased pre-load and blowback system dwell times, resulting in quieter function, less
felt recoil and decreased wear of parts over time.
Designed specifically for 9mm builds, the BUFF75 kit features a 7.5 oz buffer and PCC
extra power spring. The BUFF10 kit includes a 10oz tungsten buffer and PCC extra
power spring to optimize function in 9mm builds where the user intends on shooting
heavier (147 gr) loads suppressed, as well as .40S&W, .45ACP and 10MM pistol builds.
For more information visit www.sb-tactical.com and follow @SB Tactical on Facebook,
Instagram, and YouTube.
About SB Tactical™
SB Tactical™, the originator of the Pistol Stabilizing Brace™ and manufacturers of
industry-leading firearms accessories, is setting the bar for innovation and product
development in the PDW Pistol category. The SB Tactical line of products is veteran
designed, BATFE approved, and manufactured in the U.S.A. For more information on

the brand’s growing line of products for multiple firearms platforms, visit www.sbtactical.com.
About Kaw Valley Precision
Kaw Valley Precision made its debut into the accessory world in 2013 with the release
of their full-line of Linear Compensators. Building on the popularity of their Linear
Comps, Kaw Valley Precision branched out and partnered with companies to design
and innovate various solutions for the AR Pistol Caliber Carbine market. Located in
Kansas, and proud of their mid-western values, Kaw Valley Precision parts are 100%
made in the USA from US produced raw materials. For more information and product
offerings visit www.kawvalleyprecision.com and follow on Facebook and Instagram.

